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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
During fifty-five years of operations, the Las Vegas Convention Center (LVCC)
has constantly changed to meet the needs of its customers in an ever-changing
market, with a mission to maximize opportunities to attract convention visitors to
Las Vegas. The LVCC under the authority of the Las Vegas Convention and
Visitors Authority (LVCVA) is now facing a significant challenge to upgrade the
aging building and increase the overall facility capacity in order to enhance the
customers’ experience, meet the current demands for additional convention
space and capture new opportunities for increased business.
The trade show industry in general is rebounding from the economic downturn of
the last few years with modest increases occurring across the entire market.
Outpacing the industry wide growth trend is a very specific sector of the industry,
the top 250 trade shows, the primary focus of the LVCVA. Focusing on this sector
of the industry, Las Vegas has been the No. 1 trade show destination for 20
consecutive years as determined by the Trade Show News Network's (TSNN).
With this position, not only is Las Vegas the best, but the competition in other
major cities across the country and internationally have identified Las Vegas as
the primary competition and the shows held in Las Vegas as primary targets for
new business.
In order to meet these challenges, the LVCVA has created a vision that
incorporates enhancements throughout the city - the Las Vegas Global Business
District – with the mission of enhancing all aspects of the business of conventions
and trade shows in Las Vegas. A primary component of the vision is the
renovation and expansion of the LVCC.
This report has determined that given the demands of the current customers and
the opportunity to attract new shows from the convention and trade show
industry, the LVCC needs to expand its current exhibit space by 750,000 square
feet. The size of the expansion has been determined based upon analysis of the
current facility, which indicates the facility is at maximum utilization during the
highest periods of national trade show activity - the spring and fall. Additionally,
the size of the expansion was determined based upon the need to relocate
current show customers during extensive renovation of the existing facility.
Relocation of the shows within the campus of the LVCC will ensure the shows do
not leave Las Vegas to contract with other cities and venues due to disruptions
from renovation construction in the current facility.
The new exhibit space will be part of a total expansion of approximately 1.8MM
square feet that includes new meeting rooms and support spaces (lobbies,
restrooms, circulation, systems, etc.). In addition to the expansion, renovation of
the existing facility must be implemented to replace/repair some of the aging
building components and to add features required to meet the expectations of
today’s convention and trade show visitor – such as additional meeting rooms
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supporting the current exhibition space, restroom upgrades, building ingress and
egress enhancement, technology and security systems replacement, utility
services capacity, food service distribution, interior and exterior cosmetic
upgrades, etc.
Analysis in this report has determined expansion requires additional land. The
current campus land area owned by the LVCVA does not allow a single level
footprint for the new exhibit space and land area for future expansion. The
alternative of developing a multi level exhibit space is not appropriate as it will
cause inefficiencies in the building operations and will not provide the
contiguous space that many of the larger trade shows are demanding. Analysis
in this report illustrates possible expansion of the LVCC on adjacent land areas
surrounding the current LVCC campus. Expansion to the east or the south is
prohibitive due to the number of parcels to be assembled. Expansion to the
north or the west is viable. This report does not include a process by which land is
purchased, but a lump sum amount has been included in the overall projected
budget recognizing the acquisition will impact the overall cost of the program.
This report details a projected budget of $2.3B for the expansion and renovation
of the LVCC. The budget assumes two primary phases of implementation.
Phase One is the acquisition of additional property and the development of the
new exhibit space with its corresponding building components. The schedule for
Phase One assumes two and a half years of construction after the land
acquisition process has delivered new land area free and clear of any
impediments such as existing structures, utility relocation and contaminant
remediation. Phase Two of the program is the renovation and modification to
the existing LVCC building. The renovation of the building can begin during the
construction of the expansion, but only to the extent the renovation does not
impede current show operations and schedules.
Analysis of the elements of the expansion and renovation program projects a
potential incremental economic impact to Las Vegas of nearly $700MM.
Furthermore, the program will potentially create nearly 6,000 construction jobs in
the first phase of the program and nearly 6,000 permanent jobs in the Las Vegas
workforce. In contrast, if no improvement or expansion is made to the LVCC,
there exists the potential of losing convention and trade show business to the
market. Losing a major trade show or a combination of mid size shows could
result in more than $220MM of annual economic loss to the Las Vegas economy.
Finally, funding the expansion and renovation program will require additional
revenues beyond the current and projected revenues collected by the LVCVA.
The LVCVA receives approximately 32% of room tax revenue collected in Clark
County. This percentage has decreased from 100% when the room tax
legislation was first enacted. Analysis of projected revenues against projected
expenditures (including debt service for the $2.3B of program) indicates an
annual shortfall of $115MM in the first year of operating the expanded facility.
Options for funding this shortfall are not included in this report.
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ASSESSMENT

LVCC FACILITY CONDITION
Since opening in 1959, the Las Vegas Convention Center (LVCC) has been an
attraction for conventions and trade shows worldwide. During its 55-year history,
expansions and renovations have transformed the convention center’s physical
appearance and economic performance reflecting the changing market of the
convention and trade show industry. The following illustrates the most significant
changes in the convention center throughout its history:

1959 – The original arena (The Rotunda) with 90K SF of adjacent exhibit space

1971 – Central Hall is constructed
next to the original exhibit hall.

1980’s - Central Hall is expanded to
the east.
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1990 – The Rotunda is demolished
and the North Hall is constructed
creating 1.6MM SF of facility,
including 1.3MM SF of exhibit space.

1998 – North Hall is expanded to the
west adding 300K SF of facility
space.
2002 – South Hall is constructed with
900K SF of exhibit space and 90K of
meeting room space, increasing
total LVCC facility to 3.2MM SF.

Today, the LVCC includes the original exhibition structure from 1959 along with
the five expansions. Overall the building has been maintained at a level
consistent with major public facilities across the country, but is in need of capital
improvements consistent with a 55 year old facility.
Some building elements and systems have been upgraded as expansion
occurred, but the facility is in need of a variety upgrades, not only due to the
age of the building, but the evolving use of the facility.
As an example, the Central Hall roof has not been replaced since it opened 55
years ago. Due to its age, during rain occurrences, the roof will leak.
Exacerbating the leaking roof is the placement of existing roof drains, which
were built in less than effective locations. This results in standing water on the
roof, leading to additional leaking.
Due to multiple expansions of the facility, many of the systems are disjointed,
including the emergency notification system and the security monitoring system.
This condition makes testing, utilization, and maintenance of the entire facility
systems inefficient.
Elevator and escalator usage is a constant issue, especially during high volume
events. The lack of freight elevators results in crews using the escalators to
transport tools and exhibits to the upper level meeting rooms. As a result, the
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escalators have gone through much more wear and tear than similar escalators
of the same age.
There are over 50 freight and oversized doors throughout the facility and many
are in need of replacement or repair. As a result, a significant portion of
maintenance cost and effort is consumed keeping these outdated doors in
operation.
Additionally, customer amenities including restrooms, food service, and
technology fall short of satisfactory conditions in several areas.
One-third of the forty-six restrooms within the convention center have not been
renovated since being built before 1970. These restrooms need cosmetic
upgrades as well as plumbing and ventilation systems repair/replacement.
Food service facilities in the convention center are inadequate. Additional points
of sale and quality of product are being addressed by the LVCVA.
As part of a recent agreement with the convention center technology provider,
upgrades to the technology systems will occur over the next several years.
Upgrades will include wireless internet system, distributed antenna system,
meeting room A/V systems, and technology support for the facility.
Overall, the LVCC is in relatively good condition for a facility of its age. However,
building elements and systems will continue to degrade and the cost of repair
and/or replacement will continue to rise each year.
In 2006, a Master Plan Expansion Program (MPEP) was created to meet the aging
facility conditions and modern program needs as developed through a study of
industry standards for trade show facilities and direct customer feedback.
As the 2006 expansion program began, so did the recent global economic
recession. In response to the economic downturn, the LVCVA suspended the
expansion project before significant construction costs were incurred developing
the facility improvements. During the suspension of the project, the LVCVA
replaced and expanded some of the building’s aging infrastructure such as
electrical utilities along Orange Drive and storm water conduits through the Silver
Lot as available funds allowed. Significant renovation/building expansion as
designed in the Master Plan Expansion Program was not implemented.
In 2013, as revenues from room taxes began to rebound and the LVCVA had
sustained positive revenue growth for 42 months, the need to consider
expansion/renovation was revisited. As a result, CSL, a nationally recognized
consultant in the convention and trade show industry was commissioned to
review the industry trends and consider the long-term planning needs for the
LVCC. The Updated Long Term Master Planning Analysis of the Las Vegas
Convention Center dated January 2013 submitted by CSL, documented
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customer feedback similar to previous customer input regarding upgrade and
expansion needs of the LVCC.
In addition to the results of surveys and interviews with LVCC customers, the
report provided an analysis of each exhibit hall with respect to occupancy
efficiency. The findings in the report indicate an underutilized South Hall primarily
due to “significant physical deficiencies”.
The deficiencies include;
inconvenience of a two level stacked exhibit space, closely spaced oversized
columns, difficulty separating pre-function events of multiple shows, meeting
rooms remote to the primary convention area of the LVCC and lack of enclosure
for visitors walking between South Hall other exhibit/meeting space in the LVCC.
The CSL report also provided analysis of the general configuration of the LVCC.
As indicated in the CSL report, the LVCC ranks seventh nationally with other
convention centers in terms of contiguous space. While the overall square
footage of a convention center is important when analyzing its ability to create
revenue opportunities, the configuration of the space is essential in attracting
the desired trade shows to the facility. As a result, the report suggested
consideration of an additional large exhibit hall of 700,000 to 800,000 square feet.
The report also provided analysis indicating meeting room space as a ratio to
exhibit space is significantly below industry standards. According to the report
“an adequate supply of quality meeting space has consistently ranked as one of
the top three to four national event planner facility selection criteria and is a
critical element to attracting large conventions and trade shows”. The analysis
suggests the LVCC needs approximately 40,000 to 50,000 square feet of
additional meeting room space to provide a market-supportable balance with
the existing exhibit space.
The findings in the CSL report are consistent with Cordell Corporation’s review of
the current conditions of the LVCC.
THE LAS VEGAS GLOBAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
As a result of the positive trend in the economy and the findings in the updated
long term planning analysis, the LVCVA introduced the concept of the Las
Vegas Global Business District (LVGBD) in early 2013. The vision of the LVGBD is
driven by the opportunity for the LVCVA to be a catalyst in generating
economic growth in the Las Vegas community.
By definition, the LVGBD encompasses more than the convention center. It
establishes a brand for Las Vegas for the next several decades. It creates a plan
for public/private partnership focusing on the next level of development for Las
Vegas as a global destination. The plan includes the creation of an international
trade center with business enterprises connected with worldwide trade
associations/corporations and metro-wide enhanced transportation systems. The
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plan also promotes private investment/development on the LVCC campus
associated with the trade show industry and provides a framework for the
expansion and enhancement of the LVCC in order to maintain its position as the
number one trade show destination among the top 250 trade shows of North
America.
Currently, elements of the Las Vegas Global Business District include:
Building Expansion and Renovation
This element focuses on renovating the Las Vegas Convention Center and
creating a convention district campus. This includes building additional
exhibit space, meeting rooms and general session space; upgrading
technology; adding new food and beverage outlets; and, creating a
grand concourse connector with more lobby space. Outside the
convention center, plans call for outdoor public and gathering spaces
and various design elements to enhance the neighborhood and establish
a cohesive business center district.
International Trade Center
This element creates an international center of business by leveraging and
expanding the “World Trade Center” brand. This will provide the LVCVA
the opportunity to market Las Vegas to business travelers around the
globe under the “World Trade Center” designation. By creating a
dedicated international center of business, the LVCVA plans to expand
business opportunities and increase market share by attracting more
meetings and conventions to the destination from the international
market. In 2011, the Las Vegas Convention Center was designated as an
official “World Trade Center” site through an agreement between the
LVCVA and the Consumer Electronics Association.
Transportation
This element provides a potential site location on the LVCC campus for
centralized transportation connectivity in the resort corridor to improve
the overall visitor experience. The LVCVA is working with local
transportation stakeholders to define a long-term strategy to
accommodate the movement of people as Las Vegas projects to host
approximately 44 million annual visitors within the next few years.
The vision for the Las Vegas Global Business District focuses on economic
growth beyond the convention center and includes the entire Las Vegas
metropolitan area.
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LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER OPERATING PERFORMANCE
As indicated in a previous section of this report, the convention center is a
publicly owned and operated facility serving trade shows and conventions since
1959. Currently the convention center includes just over 3.2 million square feet of
building area.
Revenues

2013 LVCVA Revenues
Room Taxes

The LVCVA operates on revenue
received
through
room
taxes
collected from hotels throughout
Clark County and from revenue
generated through the operation of
the facility.
Currently, room tax
revenue is 80% of the LVCVA total
revenue and revenue from facility
use is 20%.

Facility Use

20%

80%

Source: LVCVA

As indicated in the illustration below, revenue created by facility use has
remained relatively constant for the last several years, but revenue created by
room tax has fluctuated significantly.

LVCVA REVENUE
$300
$250

Millions

$200
$150
$100
$50
$0

FY 2005

FY 2006

FY 2007

FY 2008

Facility Use Revenue

FY 2009

FY 2010

FY 2011

FY 2012

FY 2013

LVCVA Room Tax Revenue

Room tax revenue for the LVCVA decreased in FY 2009 and continued to drop in
FY 2010 as a result of the global economic downturn. As the post-recession
economy has strengthened, room tax revenue has steadily increased.
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Expenditures
There are three primary categories
of expenditures for the LVCVA:
1. Marketing/Advertising/Special
Events;
2. LVCC Operation and;
3. Mandatory
Outflows
(i.e.:
legislated LVCVA payment to
NDOT
for
funding
state
transportation improvements,
etc.).

2013 LVCVA Expenditures

Marketing/
Adv/Events

16%

32%

52%

LVCC
Operation
Mandated
Outflows

Source: LVCVA

Consistent with the LVCVA’s mission statement “to attract visitors by promoting
Las Vegas as the world’s most desirable destination for leisure and business
travel”, the majority of total expenditures is dedicated to marketing, advertising
and special events. Marketing expenditures are expected to increase as the
LVCVA targets international trade show customers over the next few years.
Expenditures associated with operating the convention center represent
approximately 32% of the total expenditures of the LVCVA. As indicated in the
table below, the operating cost of the facility exceeds the operating revenue
produced from the facility. This is consistent with most, if not all, major convention
centers across the country.

Las Vegas Convention Center Operating Results
FY2009

FY2010

FY2011

FY2012

FY2013

LVCC Revenue from Ops

$43

$43

$46

$47

$45

LVCC Operating Costs

(76)

(71)

(70)

(77)

(84)

$(33)

$(28)

$(24)

$(30)

$(39)

Net Surplus/(Shortfall)
Source: LVCVA

Based upon the data shown, the average operating cost of the previous five
years is approximately $76MM per year which is equivalent to $24 per square
foot per year.
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LVCC CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
In addition to the facility and trend analysis performed by CSL, the LVCVA
commissioned HNTB, an architectural firm nationally recognized in convention
facility planning and design, to conduct customer focus groups in an effort to
gain direct customer feedback regarding the current facility experience. HNTB’s
compilation of the comments received from the focus groups produced the
following list of improvements in order of priority based upon the number of
comments received for each:
Ranking

Issue

Customers Comments
Food service issues include quality, variety, distribution
and experience. The food service does not compare
to the Las Vegas brand.

1

Improve Food Service

2

Improve Technology

Technology & connectivity are critical to the
tradeshows’ business (Expanded role of technology in
everyday commerce).

3

Add Meeting Rooms

The demand for meeting rooms has grown. Needs
include: flexibility, modern space, built-in elements,
and proximity to exhibit halls.

4

Create a connection
between
North/Central and
South Halls

Shows have shorter durations; therefore, connectivity
and flow are critical. Lobbies should be larger and
open / flexible space. Tradeshows are competing for
lobby space with other shows and vendors

Add New General
Session Space

Show Managers are holding more receptions
centered on events. General Session should be
flexible and useable for registration, exhibits or
keynotes.

5

6

Add Exhibit Space

Build a new and extend exhibit space to grow the
convention center industry in Las Vegas.
Some shows need more exhibit space – indoor &
outdoor. Shows are concerned about disruptions with
a renovation. Building a new hall will allow transition
during renovation.

Source: HNTB Focus Group Brief November 16, 2012
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In addition to these primary issues, the customers identified the need to enhance
the general ingress and egress of the facility and specifically provide a better
secondary entrance from the east side of the convention center. The findings in
the HNTB report are consistent with the findings in CSL’s report.
LAS VEGAS CAPACITY
Hotel Inventory
The Las Vegas Convention Center benefits from having one of the largest room
inventories in the country. Based upon LVCVA statistics as of December 2013,
there were approximately 150,000 combined hotel/motel rooms in the Las Vegas
area. The data further indicates that the overall room occupancy percentage
within the market was approximately 84.3% in 2013. This represents a steady
annual increase since the economic downturn-induced room occupancy of
approximately 80% in 2010.
Historically, the average room inventory in Las Vegas has increased year over
year since the early 1970’s. The room occupancy has been as high as 90% for
the combined hotel and motel rooms (hotel-only occupancy was 94% in 2007).
Approximately 5,800 new rooms will be added to the total inventory by the end
of 2016 (source: LVCVA Resorts & Attractions Construction Bulletin, March 14,
2014).
Convention Facilities
The Mandalay Bay Convention Center is located on the south end of the Las
Vegas Strip and adjoins the Mandalay Bay Casino and Resort and THEhotel. It
features nearly 1,700,000 gross square feet of space, including a lower level
exhibit space of 577,000 square feet, an upper exhibit hall of 359,000 square feet,
ballroom space of 225,000 square feet, 194,000 square feet of meeting rooms
and a 12,000-seat arena. Expansion of the facility was announced in April 2014.
The Sands Expo & Convention Center and the Venetian Hotel combine for more
than 1,500,000 square feet of contiguous convention facility including a lower
level exhibit hall of 380,000 square feet, an upper level with four exhibit halls
totaling 655,600 square feet (three halls in the Sands Expo and one hall in the
Venetian Hotel), more than 178,000 of combined meeting space and nearly
340,000 square feet of ballroom space in the Venetian Hotel.
The Las Vegas World Market is a three-building complex with five million gross
square feet of floor space located near downtown Las Vegas. The facility is
unlike most convention and tradeshow facilities, since exhibitors and retailers set
up show rooms, rather than short-term displays. These showrooms will remain in
place and open for extended periods of time, sometimes permanent, similar to a
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retail store. Additionally, the World Market focuses on attracting vendors solely
from the home and hospitality furnishings and decorative market.
The Las Vegas Convention Center has over 3,200,000 gross square feet of facility
including 1,940,000 square feet of exhibition space and 240,000 square feet of
meeting room space. At ground level are the North Hall, 409,000 square feet,
the Central Hall at 623,000 square feet and the first level of the South Hall at
443,8000 square feet. The South Hall features a second level exhibition space of
464,700 square feet.
It is important to recognize the overall Las Vegas convention capacity includes
more than the LVCC, but this report will continue to focus on the LVCC and its
characteristics in the national market place.
As an indication of success, the Las Vegas Convention Center continues to
attract the largest trade shows in the country. The average size of the events
and trade shows has increased over the last two and a half decades. Of special
note is the consistent growth of the average event size after expansion of the
LVCC. This has not necessarily been case in other major cities across the country
after expansion of their respective facilities.

Historical and Future Las Vegas Convention Center Average Event Size

Source: CSL Updated Long Term Master Planning Analysis January 2013

Additionally, Las Vegas has been ranked the number one trade show destination
for each of the last twenty years as determined by the Trade Show News
Network of the top 250 trade shows in North America.
However, the capacity of the current LVCC facility is reaching its physical limit of
meeting the demands of exhibit space and meeting rooms for it’s existing trade
show customer base and will therefore be challenged to capture new
opportunities.
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As shown in the following illustration, the LVCC has reached a maximum
utilization of available net square feet of exhibit space during primary trade show
seasons.

LVCC Exhibit Space Capacity Analysis
(2014 Show Calendar)
3,000,000
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LVCC Capacity

The profile of the event schedule at the LVCC is consistent with the national
schedule of the most significant trade shows held throughout the country, with a
high concentration of events in the spring and fall seasons.

Trade Show News Network 2012 Top 250
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Las Vegas Transportation Systems
Extremely important to the city’s ability to attract convention visitors is the
convenience by which the visitor arrives to Las Vegas and is transported to their
destination and the convenience by which they can move between the airport,
convention center, hotels, retail and entertainment venues.
Today, seventy percent of all convention delegates to Las Vegas arrive through
McCarran International Airport. Since the completion of Terminal 3 in 2012, the
airport’s capacity has increased to accommodate 55 million passengers
annually through 110 gates. At its peak in 2007, McCarran International airport
handled over 47 million passengers. This provides Las Vegas the capacity to
meet projections of additional visitors during the next decade.
In contrast, the local and regional transportation system in Las Vegas is reaching
its maximum capacity and requires expansion and enhancement to ensure
visitors can easily move throughout Las Vegas. The LVCVA has taken a
leadership role in developing awareness among key stakeholders throughout the
metropolitan area regarding the potential limitations of the existing
transportation systems. Improvements to transportation infrastructure in Las
Vegas are the focus of the LVCVA chaired Transportation Steering Committee.
Committee members include representatives from; Regional Transportation
Commission, Las Vegas Global Economic Alliance, City of Las Vegas, NDOT,
Metro Chamber, Clark County, Nevada Resorts Association, McCarran
International Airport, Metro Police, and several private business entities impacted
by the future success of the metro-wide transportation system.
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OPPORTUNITY

TRADE SHOW MARKET TREND
The recent national trend of trade shows in the US has been increasingly positive.
According to the February 2014 issue of Trade Show Executive Magazine’s
Trending and Spending, the national trade-show industry is expecting continued
growth in 2014. The report cited three categories of measurement: net square
feet leased, number of exhibitors and number of attendees. The expected
growth for 2014 across the entire industry of regional and national trade shows is
as follows:
Net Square Footage Leased
Number of Exhibitors
Number of Attendees

+3.1%
+3.0%
+3.2%

The LVCVA continues to focus on the largest trade shows in the country. As a
subgroup of the total industry, the growth of the largest shows is expected to
outperform the national trade show industry average. Each year Trade Show
News Network Top 250 is created to recognize the largest trade shows occurring
in the US. The net square footage leased by the top 50 in this group has
increased from 2010 to 2012 by over 12% and the growth of the top 100 shows
has been more than 7% for this same time period.
Another sub group of the trade show industry is the fastest growing shows.
According to Trade Show Executive Magazine: “These elite shows eclipsed all
other shows in 2013 by growing dramatically more in net square feet of exhibit
space, exhibitors and/or attendance during 2013. While the benchmark growth
for the average trade show in 2013 was 2.2% in net square feet, 2.0% in exhibitors
and 0.7% in attendance, the Fastest 50 Class of 2014 (shows held in 2013) beat
that by a long shot, growing 14.9% in net square feet, 15.1% in exhibitors and
22.1% in attendance.”
These trends in the trade show industry provide an opportunity to increase trade
show business at the LVCC. Increased business can be captured by expanding
existing shows held at the LVCC, attracting new shows from venues in other cities
and securing co-location of similar trade shows.
Expansion of existing shows is directly related to the success of the shows
reaching a tipping point at which the show needs additional square feet to
accommodate expanding exhibits and attendance. While this is not easily
quantifiable, opportunity can be demonstrated among the largest trade shows
held at the LVCC; Computer Electronics Show (CES), Construction Exposition
(Con Expo), and Specialty Equipment Market Association (SEMA). Each show
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has indicated a desire to expand their current exhibit space beyond the total
available capacity of the LVCC by an amount of 300,000 to 500,000 square feet
each.
Additionally, five of the Trade Show Executive Magazine’s Fastest 50 are currently
held in the LVCC. These five are expected to increase the current leased exhibit
space supporting an opportunity to expand the current show base of the LVCC.
Depending on the calendar date of the expanded shows, the additional
demand will stretch the LVCC beyond its current capacity.
It should be noted the LVCVA is currently not able to sell space to more than ten
large national shows due to the lack of capacity of the LVCC on dates specific to
the shows’ convention schedule. Additionally, the inability for the LVCC to
accommodate their current trade show customers’ desire to expand could result
in an erosion of the existing customer base – as noted later in this report, loss of a
major trade show could result in an annual loss of over $200MM in economic
benefit to Las Vegas. Other cities are positioned to compete with Las Vegas with
larger exhibit space and expanding facility amenities.
The ability to attract new shows to the LVCC depends on a number of issues.
Primary among these is the contractual disposition of a trade show with a host
convention center in a competing city.
An internal analysis has been
conducted to identify trade shows being held in other cities with commitments in
the final year(s) of their contracts and trade shows that have previously
expressed interest in holding events in Las Vegas. The analysis excludes trade
shows currently held in other venues within the Las Vegas area.
This report has determined that renovating and expanding the LVCC facility is
needed to provide a proactive response to the demand of the LVCVA’s largest
customers. In addition, expansion and renovation will create an opportunity to
increase the leased exhibit space for all current customers and create the
possibility of booking new shows relocated from competing cities.
The illustration on the following page shows the LVCC’s current 2014 show
calendar with the addition of: 1) increased leased space of the three largest
shows, 2) increased lease space of all current LVCC customers and 3) the
possibility of booking 20 new shows relocated from competing cities from across
the country. As shown, based upon expansion of the current facility, the
opportunity to increase leasable exhibit space exceeds the current capacity of
the LVCC in the primary convention seasons of spring and fall.
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LVCC Exhibit Space Capacity Analysis
(2014 LVCC Show Calendar Plus Expanded Existing Shows and Potential Relocated Shows)
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LVCC Capacity

Expansion of the trade show business at the LVCC as shown above represents
the addition of more than 480,000 new attendees. This projection of attendance
is based upon the Trade Show News Network reported 2012 trade show season.
Since this analysis includes information of a sensitive proprietary marketing
nature, information regarding specific trade shows included in the projections
has not been included in this report.
During the last decade, cities competing with Las Vegas in attracting the trade
show industry have undergone convention facility expansion and improvements
to take advantage of the changing market opportunities. Today, there are
plans for new expansions and improvements in some of these same cities.
Competition will continue with a goal to capture market share at the expense of
the current and future Las Vegas book of business. An historical account of
improvements in competing cities and their proposed plans for improvements is
contained in Appendix I of this report.
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RESPONSE

FACILITY
The information contained in this report suggests there is a near term opportunity
to increase business by expanding the capacity of the convention center to
meet the immediate demand of the three of the largest shows held at the LVCC.
As indicated previously, the demand as presented by representatives of these
shows suggests an additional exhibit space need of more than 300,000 square
feet with corresponding meeting room facilities. Not only will this expansion meet
their immediate requirements, the expansion will also mitigate the possibility of
these shows moving to other cities that have the capacity to accommodate
their needs.
Secondly, the information in this report indicates an opportunity to increase
business by attracting trade shows from existing venues in other major cities. The
analysis indicates an opportunity for 500,000 to 1,000,000 net leasable square
feet to be viably marketed beyond the current capacity of the LVCC. This
opportunity is supported by a positive national trend in the trade show business.
A third impact to the LVCC from the analysis is the need to provide a general
upgrade to the existing facility including enhancement of some amenities and
addition of others. Upgrades include a new food service system providing two
levels of food service; current concession services with additional points of sale
and fine food catering for customer events.
Renovation of the existing facilities will be disruptive to the current customer base
and potentially costly if not properly implemented. Disruption of shows may
result in loss of business similar to occurrences in 2007-2009 with the impending
renovations at that time. Renovation, however, is necessary to attract new
business while at the same time maintain the current base of business.
Based upon this analysis, the LVCC should be expanded to meet the immediate
demands for additional exhibit space and meeting rooms by its largest
customers and the LVCC should be expanded to capture near term opportunity
of attracting trade shows from other cities in competing venues while creating a
future opportunity for expansion of the facility for long term opportunity.
Additionally, the LVCC should be renovated to enhance the amenities and add
functional spaces and features expected by today’s trade show industry.
In order to successfully accomplish these goals, a phased approach to the
expansion will be necessary. The initial expansion should include approximately
750,000 net square feet of new exhibit space. The proposed size of expansion is
based upon the need to provide 400,000 net square feet of exhibit space for
transition to accommodate the disruption of current shows during renovation of
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the convention center and a need to provide approximately 350,000 square feet
of new exhibit space for immediate opportunity of expanding the three largest
trade shows held at the LVCC while also attracting new shows from other cities.
Based upon the findings of this report, the following provides the overall program
elements for the expansion and renovation of the LVCC:
Las Vegas Convention Center Expansion/Renovation
Expansion
New Exhibit Hall
New Meeting Rooms
New Pre Function Space
New Service/Loading Docks
New Support/Circulation
New Parking

Renovation
Enhance Meeting Rooms/Restrooms/Lobbies
Upgrade Technology
Upgrade/Increase Food Services Points of Sale
Add Meeting Rooms
Add General Session Space
Add Lobby/Connector between North/Central/South Halls
Upgrade/Create Public Lobby on the East Side of Building
Back of House Systems Upgrade

CAMPUS LAND AREA
Over the course of 55 years, the campus of the Las Vegas Convention Center
has expanded to meet the needs of a growing facility. Recently, land area
immediately south of South Hall was purchased by the LVCVA as part of a land
strategy plan and will serve to maintain control of adjacent land area for future
growth. Similarly, across Paradise Road west of the North Hall, the Gold Lot
(surface parking lot and outdoor exhibit space of approximately 20 acres) was
created through the purchase of the land area previously occupied by the
Landmark Hotel. To the east of South Hall, the LVCVA has purchased land
parcels to create the Green Lot of approximately 14.5 acres. But unlike the Gold
Lot, the Green Lot has privately owned parcels of land interrupting the perimeter
of the land area. The LVCVA’s continued land strategy should include the
purchase of the parcels that will complete the total block of land bounded by
Desert Inn Road to the north, Cambridge Street to the east, Sierra Vista to the
south and Swenson Street to the west.
The LVCVA land acquisition strategy should also include expansion of land area
for outdoor exhibit space in addition to building expansion. The outdoor exhibit
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space is significant to major trade shows such as the ConExpo/ConAg allowing
them to expand their shows beyond the walls of the convention center.
The illustration below shows the current boundaries of the land owned by the
LVCVA.

Outline of LVCVA Property

The recommended renovation of the existing facility includes the addition of a
new general session space, an enclosed lobby connection between the north,
central and south halls and additional meeting rooms to support the existing
exhibit space.
The addition of these three elements of the program can be accommodated
within the campus boundaries, however, as shown on the following illustration,
the proposed locations will reduce the size of the Silver Lot (currently used for
parking and outdoor exhibits) and will require air rights over Desert Inn Road (the
LVCVA utilized air rights over Desert Inn Road when the South Hall was
constructed).
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The following illustrates proposed locations for the addition of these three
elements to the existing LVCC facility.

Proposed Location of New General Session Space, North/South Connector and Meetings Rooms

Expansion of the facility (beyond the renovation elements) necessary to meet
the requirements detailed in this report will require additional land area. The
Gold, Sliver, Purple and Green parking/exhibit lots are not individually large
enough to accommodate a single level expansion envisioned in this report.
While multi-level expansion is conceivable, such a configuration will compromise
the efficiency of the facility. Operating results of a multi level exhibit space
could be similar to the current 45% utilization of South Hall.
In addition to parcel size, land area for expansion must be contiguous to the
current campus in order to provide a physical connection with the existing
facility for customer convenience.
This report considers expansion of the LVCC in four directions: north, south, east
and west. The following pages illustrate the general outline of land area required
to meet the program elements and depicts non-LVCVA owned land parcels that
will be necessary to acquire in order to accommodate the expansion.
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EXPANSION NORTH
Expansion to the north of the LVCC will require the purchase of the LVH property.
This parcel will require removal of the current hotel buildings and all site features
in order to create a developable site for expansion of the convention center.
Assuming all current structures are removed from the land area, expansion to the
north is a very viable option based upon parcel size, configuration and proximity
to the current LVCC facility. The 62± acre parcel to the north is represented by a
single owner and currently incudes the LVH Hotel and the Hilton Grand Vacation
Suites Hotel. Included in the features to be removed is the monorail station
serving the LVH. With the removal of the LVH station, the monorail can be
relocated to a straight section of track along Paradise Road creating an
uninterrupted section of the system. A new station can be located along
Paradise Road to serve the expanded convention center facility and perhaps be
incorporated into the new building.

Expansion North

The cost to purchase the LVH property will be significant, however, it is likely to be
more economical and effective for long term planning than the alternatives to
the south, east and west. Owned by a single entity, the transaction for purchase
is much more favorable when considering the project schedule. Key issues for
consideration of the purchase of the LVH property include the disposition of the
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operation of the hotel(s), removal of all physical structures and remediation of
any contaminants on the site or within the structures.
EXPANSION SOUTH
Expanding to the south will require acquisition of approximately 19 parcels of
both commercial and residential ownership.

Expansion South.

The residential parcels are primarily multi-family requiring relocation of numerous
occupants to other locations. The process of assembling the parcels and the
impact of relocating occupants will be far too costly and time consuming to be
considered a viable option at the time of this report.
EXPANSION EAST
Expanding the campus to the east beyond the Green Lot is prohibitive
considering the parcel type and the number of properties necessary to assemble
the land area for expansion. Nearly 70 parcels, both commercial and residential
have been identified as required acquisitions to create the land area for
expansion.
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Expansion East

The assembly of this large number of parcels will create a lengthy process
causing the project schedule to be extended and will create additional project
cost due to acquisition complexities and the extended schedule.
EXPANSION WEST
As indicated previously, the Gold Lot’s 20 acres of unencumbered surface area,
is not adequate to support a single-level expansion as described in the previous
section of this report. Two options for consideration of expansion beyond the
Gold Lot include a) the purchase of land area to the immediate west of the
Gold Lot to the eastern edge of the Walgreens store on Las Vegas Boulevard
and b) purchase of land area to the north of the Gold Lot including the Riviera
Hotel, the Springhill Suites and the AM/PM store.
Option A will require the purchase of 10 commercial and residential properties
with one parcel fronting Las Vegas Boulevard. Due to the proximity of these
parcels to Las Vegas Boulevard, the purchase price may be more expensive
than the properties previously described to the east and south of the LVCC.
Additionally, the residential properties will require relocation efforts, increasing
the cost of acquisition and extending the schedule in which the land can be
secured.
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Expansion West - Option A

Expansion West – Option B
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Option B expansion to the west requires the purchase of 3 commercial properties
to the north of the Gold Lot. The Riviera Hotel is the largest of the three parcels
and represents 26± acres of the total 29 acres shown in the expansion illustration.
This option creates a less than desirable land configuration for the expansion and
will require careful planning of the exhibit space and support spaces to ensure
efficient operations and marketable floor configuration.
Both options for expansion to the west utilizing the Gold Lot will reduce the
LVCVA land area available for parking and outdoor exhibit space.
Accommodation to replace both must be a key consideration in this scenario for
expansion.
PROGRAM EXPANSION AND RENOVATION SEQUENCE
As consideration is given to the expansion and renovation of the Las Vegas
Convention Center, a master plan is necessary to ensure success. The plan must
provide a sequence for construction in order to minimize disruption of the current
customer schedule of events and provide an efficient method to minimize
construction premium costs of time and material. The plan must also establish a
budget for implementation recognizing all costs associated with the project from
land acquisition to planning and design through construction.
In order to establish a project budget and schedule, the total program of the
expansion and renovation must be identified. The total expanded LVCC
program is shown in the following table representing the square feet associated
with each primary element of the facility.

Projected Total SF of LVCC Facility
North (Existing)
Central (Existing)
South (Existing)
New Expansion
New General Session
New N/C/S Connector
New Added Mtg Rms
TOTAL

Exhibition

Meeting

Support

Totals

409,077 SF
623,058 SF
908,496 SF
750,000 SF

177,628 SF
7,124 SF
90,453 SF
187,500 SF
100,000 SF

248,295 SF
434,818 SF
310,051 SF
862,500 SF
150,000 SF
200,000 SF
100,000 SF
2,296,664 SF

835,000 SF
1,065,000 SF
1,300,000 SF
1,800,000 SF
250,000 SF
200,000 SF
200,000 SF
5,650,000 SF

2,690,631 SF

100,000 SF
662,705 SF
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The following details the phasing plan, budget and schedule for the program
based upon developable land area for expansion available in the fall of 2015.
Adjustment to the criteria as stated will result in additional cost to the project and
extension of the schedule to complete the program.
Phase One
The first phase of the project after the acquisition of land area for expansion will
be the design and construction of the new exhibit hall and it’s corresponding
meeting rooms and support facilities. Developing a 750,000 net square feet
exhibition hall with 187,500 net square feet of meeting rooms (meeting room
space ratio of 1:4 with exhibit space) will accomplish two primary objectives.
First, the expansion will provide adequate “swing space” during the renovation
of the existing facility to accommodate relocation of current shows. It is
imperative to maintain business operations with minimal disruptions or premium
costs. Relocating current shows to the new facility will allow existing halls to be
completely closed down during renovation providing the contractor with
unencumber access to the area of construction.
It is anticipated that
approximately 400,000 square feet of the new exhibit hall with corresponding
meeting room space will be adequate “swing space” and represents
comparatively equal size of each; the current North Hall, the current first floor of
the South Hall, the current second floor of the South Hall and three quarters of
the Central Hall.
Secondly, at its proposed size, the new facility will provide 350,000 square feet of
new exhibition space for new shows or expanded existing shows at the LVCC.
This approach will also allow for flexibility should the need arise to increase the
amount of the new facility used for new shows by decreasing the amount of
square feet in the new facility dedicated to “swing space”.
Additionally, the phasing plan must include the ability to expand the new facility
in the future as the trade shows market presents opportunities for additional
shows beyond this planned expansion.
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Phase Two
The second phase of this program addresses the overall renovation and
additions to the existing LVCC facility. As indicated previously, this phase will
replace aging systems in the building, provide cosmetic enhancements, add
program deficiencies (meeting rooms, general session space, north/south
connector), and enhance the ingress and egress to the site and the building.
This phase of the program will require additional sequencing as the plan is
developed to determine which parts of the existing facility are “closed for
construction”. As determined from focus groups of customers during previous
renovations, communication with the show managers will be critical in order to
achieve a successful transformation of the existing facility.
The following illustrates the preliminary schedule for the program as defined in
this report:
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PROGRAM BUDGET
The total budget must consider all elements of the program. The budget is used
to establish expected expenditures by the LVCVA and will be the basis of the
funding analysis.
The following illustrates the breakdown of the Phase One and Phase Two
components of the program. It should be noted the budget does not include
two elements of the Las Vegas Global Business District – the international trade
center and the transportation center. These two elements are expected to be
funded through other public and private sources.
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ECONOMIC IMPACT
ESTIMATING THE ECONOMIC IMPACT
Each new expenditure injected into the Las Vegas economy from an outside
source (direct expenditure) has a tendency to be substantially multiplied since it
leads to further local spending (indirect expenditures) which creates more local
income, which in turn creates further spending and income (induced
expenditures) in a repeating process. The sum of this series of consequences that
ripple throughout the local economy arising from the original direct expenditure
represents a multiplier effect.
Since not all direct expenditures produce identical effects, a broad variety of
expenditure types have been extensively studied with economists generally
agreeing upon the applicable multiplier for major components such as tourism,
lodging, gaming, entertainment and other activities typical of a convention or
trade show visitor to Las Vegas (c.f. US Bureau of Economic Analysis RIMS
Multipliers).
The Economic Impact as used in this report has been simplified to reflect direct
expenditures + indirect expenditures + induced expenditures arising from the
construction of the expanded and renovated convention center as well as from
its ongoing operation. This report does not attempt to include the impact of rising
property values, tax base improvements or the attraction of new businesses into
the local economy resulting from the convention center’s expansion.
Additionally, this report does not attempt to address the opportunity costs that
an investment in convention center improvements may represent.
CONSTRUCTION IMPACT
Based upon the project scope described previously in this report, direct
expenditures on construction materials and services are expected to total
approximately $2.1B (projected program cost less land acquisition cost).
The cascade of indirect and induced expenditures set off by major construction
projects varies by project type, with large-scale public assembly facilities such as
convention centers generally expected to produce indirect and induced
expenditures of approximately $760,000 for each $1MM in direct expenditures.
Applying this ratio, the convention center’s indirect and induced economic
impact from construction will total approximately $1.6B and the total economic
impact will be approximately $3.6B.
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Construction-Related Economic Impact
Phase One Construction Costs

$1,200,000,000

Phase Two Construction Costs

$871,250,000

Total Construction Costs

$2,071,250,000

Indirect and Induced Impact Per $Million

$760,000

Indirect and Induced Impact

$1,574,150,000

Total Economic Impact

$3,645,400,000

Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Applied Analysis, Cordell Corporation

Based upon comparable major public assembly facility development projects
managed by Cordell Corporation, this report anticipates that direct construction
wages during the convention center’s renovation and expansion will represent
approximately 43% of the total construction-related costs. During the project’s
first phase, its anticipated budget of $1.2B will generate more than $512MM
direct construction-related wages. At an annual wage level of $70,000 per job,
Phase One construction would directly generate more than 7,300 person-years
of employment.
Consistent with indices published by the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis and
utilized by Applied Analysis and others, approximately 13% of the construction
costs from projects such as the convention center’s expansion will be spent
indirectly on labor. At this rate, during the project’s first phase, the construction
would generate more than $152MM indirect construction-related wages. This
represents approximately 2,770 person-years of full-time employment at an
annual wage level of $55,000 per job.
Similarly, studies show that approximately 16% of the construction costs from
projects such as the convention center’s expansion will be spent as induced
labor. At this rate, during the project’s first phase, the construction would
generate more than $187MM induced construction-related wages. This
represents approximately 4,690 person-years of full-time employment at an
annual wage level of $40,000 per job.
Therefore, as illustrated in the following table, the total person-years of
employment for the two and a half years of Phase One construction will produce
nearly 6,000 annual full time equivalent construction related jobs at an average
annual salary of nearly $60,000.
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Phase One Construction-Related Employment Impact
Phase One Construction Costs
Portion of Construction Costs as Direct Salaries & Wages
Direct Construction Salaries & Wages
Annual Salaries & Wages Per Full-Time Job
Direct Full-Time Equivalent Employment (Person Years)
Portion of Construction Costs as Indirect Salaries & Wages
Indirect Construction-Related Salaries & Wages
Annual Salaries & Wages Per Full-Time Job
Indirect Full-Time Equivalent Employment (Person Years)
Portion of Construction Costs as Induced Salaries & Wages
Induced Construction-Related Salaries & Wages
Annual Salaries & Wages Per Full-Time Job
Induced Full-Time Equivalent Employment (Person Years)
Total Phase One Full-Time Equivalent Employment (Person Years)
Construction Period (Years)
Total Full-Time Equivalent Jobs Created & Sustained

$1,200,000,000
43%
$512,920,539
$70,000
7,327
13%
$152,235,814
$55,000
2,768
16%
$187,632,799
$40,000
4,691
14,786
2.5
5,914

Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Applied Analysis, Cordell Corporation

CONVENTION CENTER VISITOR IMPACT
In addition to the obvious economic and employment impacts resulting from the
major construction effort involved in renovating and expanding the convention
center, the effects of the ongoing operations at the new facilities will be
profound. However, unlike the short-term construction-related impact on the
local economy and job market, the impact from the facility’s operation will be
an opportunity for long-term sustained employment.
A key factor in the economic impact of the expansion of the LVCC is the
additional number of convention attendees. According to the data presented
in this report, attendance driven by new event bookings and the expansion of
existing trade shows due to the convention center’s enhancements (see LVCC
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Exhibit Space Capacity Analysis in previous section) presents the possibility of an
increase of approximately 480,000 convention center attendees (inclusive of
exhibitors and other event-support related personnel).
Applying historic visitor spending multipliers can quantify the economic impact of
the additional attendees. Applied Analysis and others who have quantified the
direct, indirect and induced expenditures applied below have extensively
studied spending by trade show attendees in Las Vegas.
Potential Incremental Event-Related Economic Impact (Current Dollars)
Attendance From New & Expanded Events

480,000

Direct Spending Per Person
Total Direct Spending

$873
$419,040,000

Indirect Economic Impact per Person
Total Indirect Economic Impact

$272
$130,560,000

Induced Spending Per Person

$297

Total Induced Economic Impact

$142,560,000

Total Potential Incremental Economic Impact

$692,160,000

Source: LVCVA, Applied Analysis, Cordell Corporation

Therefore, this report estimates that in addition to the construction related
economic impact as shown previously in this section, the potential incremental
impact in current dollars from attendees and exhibitor-related personnel
attributable to the expanded convention center is approximately:
Direct Spending ..................................................................$419,040,000
Indirect Economic Impact .................................................$130,560,000
Induced Economic Impact ...............................................$142,560,000
Potential Incremental Economic Impact................................... $692,160,000
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IMPACT ON EMPLOYMENT IN LAS VEGAS
This study has also considered the sustained local employment likely to result
from the convention center renovation and expansion and have applied indices
published by the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis and utilized by Applied
Analysis and others. Based upon the anticipated spending shown in the tables
on the previous pages, this report expects the enhanced business driven by the
expanded convention center will potentially generate the equivalent of nearly
6,000 full-time permanent jobs with annual wages averaging $38,000 each
(current dollars).
Potential Incremental Event-Related Employment Impact (Current Dollars)
Attendance-Related Direct Spending
Portion as Salaries & Wages

$419,040,000
32%

Direct Salaries & Wages

$133,267,056

Attendance-Related Indirect Economic Impact

$130,560,000

Portion as Salaries & Wages
Indirect Salaries & Wages

35%
$45,560,505

Attendance-Related Induced Economic Impact
Portion as Salaries & Wages
Induced Salaries & Wages
Total Salaries & Wages

$142,560,000
30%
$42,541,840
$221,369,401

Average Full-Time Employee Salary & Wages
Total Permanent Full-Time Equivalent Jobs

Source: Applied Analysis, U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Cordell Corporation
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$38,000
5,826

THE HIGH COST OF THE STATUS QUO
Major trade shows are likely to continue to grow in size through both event
consolidation and natural expansion. Therefore in the foreseeable future the
demand for ever-larger venues is not likely to stop. Markets such as Chicago,
Orlando and others in direct competition with Las Vegas are responding to this
industry trend.
With its current space effectively fully occupied nearly half the year (which is to
say, during nearly the entire annual major trade show calendar), the Las Vegas
Convention Center will find it increasingly difficult to maintain its current business
base, let alone, attract shows away from other markets.
Expanding the convention center in order to grow its attendance comes at a
significant cost in terms of land acquisition, construction and operating expenses.
Although the magnitude of such costs may create reluctance in undertaking
such an effort, it should be stressed that the cost of not expanding the
convention center is likely to be significant, as well.
Based upon the spending patterns documented by Applied Analysis, the loss of
one of the LVCC’s large-size trade shows could deprive the local economy of
more than $220MM per year. Even the effects of losing a mid-size trade show
could be significant.

Economic Impact of Event Loss (Current Dollars)

Large-Size

Mid-Size

150,000

50,000

$873

$873

$133,358,607

$43,650,000

$272

$272

$41,550,448

$13,600,000

$297

$297

$45369,423

$14,850,000

$220,278,478

$72,100,000

Attendance Decline From Loss of Event
Direct Spending Per Person
Direct Spending Loss Per Event
Indirect Economic Impact Per Person
Indirect Economic Loss
Induced Economic Impact Per Person
Induced Economic Loss
Total Annual Incremental Economic Loss Per Event

Source: Applied Analysis, U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Cordell Corporation
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FUNDING REQUIREMENT
In order to determine the additional funding needed for the program as
described in this report, the current level of funding and operating cost must be
extrapolated to a future date of operation when the expanded facility is fully
operational. For the purpose of this study, this projection will be the full year of
operation after construction is complete or five years from the date of this report.
With this projected date, the annual debt service for the cost of the expansion
can be compared to the projected existing funding and operating cost to
determine the additional funding or “funding gap” for the program. Identifying
sources for additional funding is not part of this report and is anticipated to be
performed by other consultants commissioned by the LVCVA.
Key to funding the
2013 Clark County Room Tax Allocation
LVCVA is the annual
allocation of hotel/motel
room tax collected within
3%
Education
Clark County.
It is
8%
4%
important to note that
LVCVA
the current allocation of
39%
room tax revenue has
Local Government
14%
been modified over the
years due to legislative
Clark County
Transportation
action created to fund
other initiatives beyond
Nevada Department of
Transportation
the LVCVA. As a result
32%
Nevada Commission
the LVCVA receives a
on Tourism
smaller
percentage
allocation
than
originally established at the inception of the legislation. The LVCVA allocation in
2013 was only 32% (versus the original 100%) of the total room tax revenue
collected in Clark County. This report assumes no further reduction in the
percentage allocation of room tax to the LVCVA will occur (neither does this
report assume an increase in the percentage allocation to the LVCVA) over the
life of the proposed improvements.
The following assumptions have been made in this study to determine the
funding gap of the proposed program:
Room Tax Revenue:
In 2013, the room tax revenue allocation to the LVCVA was $204MM. If this
amount increases at rate of 2% per year, consistent with the previous increase
from 2012 to 2013, the projected allocation of the room tax revenue in five years
will be $225MM.
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Facility Use Revenue:
As detailed in a previous section of this report, in addition to the room tax
revenue the LVCVA receives revenue from facility use. In 2013 the revenue from
facility use was $45MM. This reflects a revenue of $14 per square foot of the
existing facility (the existing LVCC is 3,200,000 square feet). Utilizing the same
revenue per square foot for the expansion of the facility (2,450,000 additional
square feet) an additional annual revenue from the new facility usage should
increase by approximately $34MM. Total revenue generated from the use of
completed program will be $79MM in the first year of operation.
Facility Operating Cost (Existing Building):
The operating costs of the current facility as previously detailed in this report
indicates a previous five year average annual operating cost of $76MM or $24
per square foot per year. This cost will continue to increase over the next few
years, but should stabilize after the total renovation of the existing facility is
completed. Therefore, assuming a 3% annual increase for operating costs for the
next five years, a projection of the cost for operating of the existing facility five
years from the date of this report is $88MM.
Facility Operating Cost (New Facility Additions):
Regarding the cost of operating the expanded building area of the LVCC, the
operating costs per square feet will not be as high as the costs of operating the
existing facility due to new equipment, more efficient building systems and
configuration. This report anticipates cost for operating the expanded building
area will be 70% of the current cost or $18 per square foot per year. This will
create an additional annual operating cost of $44MM.
Marketing Expenditure:
This report assumes the cost of marketing for the LVCVA will remain consistent
with the current expenditure of 50% of the total room tax revenue received by
the LVCVA. This assumption is based upon the fact that competition for trade
show business continues to increase across the country and international
marketing will increase the cost of attracting new business from a broader
market area. The projection of the annual marketing expenditure in the first year
of operating the expanded facility will be $113MM.
Mandatory Out Flow Expenditure:
Additionally, this report assumes the mandated cost currently being paid by the
LVCVA to others (Collection Allocation Fee, Nevada Department of
Transportation, etc.) will remain constant, not as a percentage of revenue
received, but based upon the amounts pledge from the LVCVA for the benefit
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of the other programs. The mandated out-flow for the first year of operation of
the expanded facility is projected to be $33MM.
Debt Service Expenditure:
Finally, the annual debt service required for a program amount of $2.3BB,
assuming a 30 year bond with financing cost of 5% per year, will be $143MM.
The following table illustrates the projected annual funding gap based upon
revenues and expenditures related to the expansion and renovation of the
LVCC as described in this report:

Projected Program Funding Gap
($ Millions)
Base Year
(2013)

Operation
Year One

Room Tax

$204

$225

Facility Use

$45

$79

Sub Total
Year One

Total
Year One

Annual Revenue

$305
Annual Expenditure
Existing Facility Operation

($76)

New Additional Facility Operation

Marketing

($44)
($106)

Mandated Allocation

($33)

Debt Service for New Construction

($88)
($113)
($33)
($143)
($420)

Annual Funding Gap

($115)

The projected funding gap of $115MM is based upon the assumptions made in
this report. As the assumptions change, the impact to the funding gap can be
demonstrated accordingly.
As indicated previously, the opportunity to fund this gap is the subject of other
studies being performed by consultants commissioned by the LVCVA and is not
part of this document.
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APPENDIX I
The following table illustrates the expansion history of major North American
convention centers since 2000.
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APPENDIX II
Sources for Data:
LVCVA
Trade Show News Network
Trade Show Executive Magazine

CSL
HNTB Corporation
Applied Analysis

Exclusions/Assumptions
This report is qualified in its entirety by, and should be evaluated in light of, the
assumptions, limitations, and conditions described below and elsewhere herein.
This report is provided for illustrative purposes for the benefit of the Las Vegas
Convention and Visitors Authority, only, and reflects information that was current
as of May 2014 as well as assumptions which are hypothetical in nature and may
or may not reflect the specific circumstances surrounding the eventual financing
and development of the project.
The information in this report is preliminary in nature and based upon assumptions
concerning future events and circumstances, some of which inevitably will not
materialize, therefore actual results may vary and the variations may be
significant. Additionally, the projections in this report rely upon information
presented by others, which is assumed to be accurate. If such information is
incorrect the results may vary from those expressed herein and the variations
may be material. Cordell Corporation makes no representation or warranty as to
the accuracy or completeness of such information.
This information should not be construed as legal, credit, accounting, regulatory,
tax or similar advice. It is important that legal, credit, accounting, regulatory and
tax advisors be consulted prior to taking any actions with respect to the
information contained herein. No representation or warranty is made that the
material contained in this report is sufficient for the recipient’s investment
evaluation process and it shall not be used in conjunction with any public or
private offering of securities, debt, equity or other similar purpose where it may
be relied upon to any degree by any person other than the Las Vegas
Convention and Visitors Authority.
The information contained herein has been prepared to assist the Las Vegas
Convention and Visitors Authority in making its own evaluations of the proposed
project and does not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all of the
information that a prospective investor, other interested third party or the LVCVA
may desire or reasonably require.
Possession of this report does not convey the right to publish it, in whole or part.
No abstracting, excerpting or summarizing of this report may be made without
the prior written consent of Cordell Corporation.
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